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CONFIDENTIAL25 November 1981Prime MinisterFOSSIL FUELS AND THE GREENHOUSE EFFECTThe attached assessment, which has been endorsedby the Economic Assessments Board, examines the implicationsof
the increasing accumulation of carbon dioxide in theatmosphere as a result of the burning of fossil fuels,with special reference to Australia as a producer andexporter of coal.The following is a summary of the assessment
andincludes its key judgements.. Carbon dioxide emitted by fossil fuels entersthe atmosphere, currently at the rate of around 18 billiontonnes per annum. Scientists now agree that if suchemission continues it will sometime
in the next centurylead to a discernible ‘greenhouse effect‘ whereby theearths atmosphere becomes measurably warmer with relatedclimatic changes. 4. A doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide, whichon present
indications could occur around the middle ofthe next century, would require major economic and socialadjustments, but would result in both benefits anddisadvantages that would be unequally distributed. Someregions
would make gains, such as from improved rainfalland agricultural prospects, whilst others would lose.. A quadrupling of carbon dioxide, which scientistsbelieve could occur by the end of the next century, wouldhave
widespread disadvantages resulting from massivechanges such as a melting of the West Antarctic ice sheet.. The rate of economic growth and of improvementsin energy efficiency will affect the speed at which
the(i)CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALproblem develops. g. Results from detailed research of the problemwill not be available until the end of this decade. Untilthen governments will not have available to them sufficientdata on which to develop
firm policy initiatives. Thismay not prevent mounting concern at the problem, whichcould force governments to address some of the issuesinvolved before adequate data is available and beforethere is a need for action. By
the end of this century,and in the absence of cost—effective technology to reducethe carbon dioxide problem, such concern could culminatein pressure for action to restrict fossil fuel usage.. Any action to control
atmospheric carbon dioxidewould be directed at fuels with the highest emissionsrelative to useful energy, such as oil shale and coal.Such action would enhance the value of fuels such as oiland natural gas.. The
pro~nuclear lobby can be expected toemphasize the adverse nature of rising carbon dioxidelevels in the atmosphere. Scientific data that confirmthe problem would enhance the prospects of nuclear power,which could have
a greatly expanded role next century ifsafety and safeguards problems are satisfactorily resolved.. There are potentially adverse implications fromthese developments (if realised) for the security ofAustralia's export markets
for coal beyond the end of thecentury.W. 4 ($66.(M.J. Cook)Director—GeneralCONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALFOSSIL FUELS AND THE GREENHOUSE EFFECTA. ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEMThe "greenhouse effect" occurs when the atmos-phere, because of the release of carbon dioxide from thecombustion of
fossil fuels, ceases to be transparent to heatthrown back from the earth's surface, but instead absorbssome of it. The atmosphere thereupon warms up, and thisin turn increases atmospheric water vapour, which
amplifiesthe effect. Scientists generally agree that, if thepresent rate of build—up of carbon dioxide in the atmos-phere continues for several decades, the result will bea warmer earth with a climate different from today's.
Theway this prospect can influence Australian fossil fuelexports is the subject of this assessment.There is another reason for our looking at thismatter. It is that the carbon dioxide problem is likelysooner or later to arouse
public concerns and so engagethe attention of governments. Already the "greenhouseeffect" has been raised by Chancellor Schmidt with otherwestern leaders, is of concern to environmentalists, andis used by the
pro—nuclear lobby to support its case.Public attention to the problem is likely to increase asscientific research results are published and aresensationalised byB. BACKGROUNDNumerousor environment areThe list
includes,chemicals that areas sulphur dioxideAtmospheric carbonthe press and others. 'substances that could alter our climatebeing added to the atmosphere by man.besides carbon dioxide, variousnot considered in this
assessment, suchnitrogen oxides, and the fluorocarbonsdioxide, which is uniformly distributedover the globe, has increased by an estimated 23$ sincethe beginning of the industrial era, and the trend cont-inues (Figure l).
Already some reports have sought tolink small temperature rises and a reduction in the areaof Antarctic ice shelves to this increase, but another tento 20 years will pass before there is a clearly detectable_ 1 CONFIDENTIAL
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lThe carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere hasbeen rising steadily since the beginning of the industrialage. This is confirmed by observations made in recent yearsat several remote locations around the world. Those
shown inthis figure were obtained in the atmosphere over Australia byCSIRO scientists. The main fluctuations are due to seasonalvariations in biological activity and the movement of carbondioxide from the northern
hemisphere._ 2 _CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALchange in the earth's climate. So far, concern about thegreenhouse effect is based solely on scientists‘ predict-ions, but since those predictions influence public opinionand consequently government policies
the trend of scien-tific opinion is crucial. Already, long before anyphysical problems emerge, the publication of preliminaryresearch results is causing speculation that couldinfluence public opinion in as yet undetermined
ways.The discussion is clouded by the attention of environment-alists, and by the partisans of nuclear power, who havetheir various reasons for discouraging the use of fossilfuels.The carbon dioxide issue has attracted
interestworld—wide, from a variety of research groups in differentdisciplines. The relevance of their work has beenemphasised by reports from such bodies as the US Councilon Environmental Quality. In Australia, where
dryconditions and location in the Southern Hemisphere meanthat the carbon dioxide problem has specific consequences,the CSIRO, the universities and other research groups areinvestigating aspects of the problem. More
exhaustiveprograms have been organised by the US Department of Energy(DOE), and by the International Institute for AppliedSystems Analysis, which is based in Austria. The DOEintends to issue assessments in 1984
and 1989, which willrepresent "an international consensus of the perceivedcosts and benefits of the carbon dioxide problem, and theconfidence that can be placed in those estimates". Untilthen, regional climatic changes
cannot be predicted withprecision, but there is a convergence of opinion amongscientists working on the problem. Their statementsabound with phrases like "basic agreement", "602 sure",or "8O% sure". They feel that
about ten years‘ large-scale, multi—disciplinary research is needed to clarifythe issue. In some areas, such as studies of the possibleeconomic and social consequences of predicted climatechanges, work has hardly begun.
This does not mean thatthe outline of results that follows is unreliable, but itdoes mean that a lot more research needs to be done. Itexpresses a consensus of scientists mature in the relateddisciplines, and final results are
not expected to begrossly different from present estimates. .._‘3_CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALC. FUTURE CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELS _Straightforward compound growth rates of 4% and2% per annum in the use of fossil fuels can be expectedto cause a doubling of the pre—industrial level of
atmos—pheric carbon dioxide by the years 2025 and 2050 respect-ively. Actual growth rates for the period 1940 to 1973were 4%, and for 1973 to 1979 were about 2.5%. Estimatesof total energy (predominately fossil fuels)
growth ratesfor OECD countries for 1985 to 1990 run from 1.7% to 2.8%per annum, at economic growth rates of between 2.7% to3.22. Table l shows the cadmn dioxide levels predictedby a more 1ong—term model that
recognises fossil fuels asconstituting a finite resource, which fits actual data upto 1977, and which assumes future use of fossil fuels willbe restricted only by cost and availability.Together these models forecast a doubling
ofcarbon dioxide levels by around the middle of the nextcentury, which, for reasons explained below, may be judgedbearable, and a quadrupling by around the end of thatcentury, which would be unacceptable. However,
growthrates lower than those assumed would retard the onset ofthe problem, while higher growth rates would accelerate it.If an international agreement were to be proposed on anupper limit for atmospheric carbon dioxide
then that limitwould probably be round about a doubling and certainly wellshort of a quadrupling.D. QUADRUPLED CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELSThe most disturbing feature of Table l is theprediction of a quadrupling of
carbon dioxgdeolevels, anda global average temperature increase of 4 -6 C, by 2100AD. Given that the temperature difference betgeen theice ages and intermediate periods was a mere 5 C, thisprediction suggests
massive and unacceptable changes,including the probability of rising sea levels.Speculation that in a century the main Antarcticand Greenland ice caps would completely me1t,and therebycause a 60m rise in sea levels,
can be dismissed asfanciful. However, the West Antarctic ice sheet, which isCONFIDENTIAL

CONF DENT ALgable lGlobal average temperature is expected to rise with carbon dioxidelevels. This table shows the predictions of a model that assumes futureuse of fossil fuels will be restricted only by cost and
availability.Date (AD) _ Pre’ . 1900 1958 1980 2035 2100industrialeraOrigin of estimated estimated measured measured predicted predicteddataCO2 levels inparts per 275 290 315 338million (ppmv)600
1200Approximateincrease inCO2 levels overpre—industriallevel— — 15% 23% 2-fold 4-foldGlobal averagetemperatureincrease indggrees CelsiusCnot not not 0 O O OO measurable measurable measurable 2 -3 4
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CONFIDENTIALgrounded below sea level, is a digferent matter: a globalaverage temperature increase of 5 C wmd probably causeit to disintegrate, and raise sea levels by about 6m. Notenough is known yet to predict how
quickly this might occur,but it is feared that once the process begins it could beirreversible. A rise of 6m would flood many of the majorcities of the world, as well as the delta regions of riverssuch as the Ganges and Mekong,
which support largepopulations.To avoid such changes, atmospheric carbondioxide levels would need to be stabilized well short ofa four-fold increase. That would take time. Thus eventhough the consequences of the
greenhouse effect are long~term, pressure for action could occur sooner.E. QOUBLED CARBON DIOXIDE LEVELSThe general scientific opinion is that, unlessthere are major changes in consumption patterns of
fossilfuels, the level of atmospheric carbon dioxide will reachtwice the pre—industrial level some time around the middleof the next century. Most of present work on the green-house effect revolves around the
consequences of thisdoubling.(i) General EffectsScientists working on the carbon cycle arenow fairly sure the increases in atmospheric carbondioxide do in fact come from combustion of fossil fuels,and not from the
destruction of forests. About half ofthe extra atmospheric carbon dioxide dissolves in theoceans; the rest remains in the atmosphere, accumulatesthere over the years, and causes the increases that havebeen measured.
Numerous computer models, both simple andcomplex, converge inofogecasting a global average increasein temperature of 2 —3 C for a doubling of carbon dioxide.This wagming will not be uniform, bgt range from a rise
ofabout l C at the equator to about 8 C at the poles. Sucha reduction of the temperature difference between thepoles and the equator would decrease the strength ofglobal winds and shift existing climatic patterns as
shownCONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALin Figure 2. It is emphasised that this diagram reflectspredictions that will change as models improve and moreinformation becomes available about periods in the earth'shistory when temperatures were
higher than today. Exisgingmodels predict that the dry bands at present between 20and 400 latitude will move towards the poles, and precip-itation will increase over the polar regions and in lowlatitudes, where monsoon
rains will increase. Changes of50 to 100% in precipitation can be expected in some areas,while tropical cyclones could extend to somewhat higherlatitudes. Some authorities believe that sea-levelchanges could occur, but a
more definite answer must awaita better understanding of the stability of the WestAntarctic ice sheet.In considering these predictions, it is a naturalmistake to concentrate exclusively on precipitation, whichis only part of the
story. Research so far suggests thatthe effect of enhanced carbon dioxide levels on plantsis either to encourage their growth or make them moreefficient in their use of water. Together, the resultcould be that in some
regions more carbon dioxide wouldcompensate for less rain and that worldwide biomass willincrease. This positive aspect can be over—emphasised,particularly because it is one part of the overall carbondioxide problem
that is amenable to investigation bycontrolled experiments. In contrast, there could be areduction in the intensity of the global circulation ofthe ocean, which would decrease the supply of nutrientsin waters on the continental
margins; that would resultin reduced fish catches, although there could be somecompensating increase at warmer high latitudes(ii) Possible Regional EffectsThe more marked effects of a doubling of carbondioxide are
predicted at temperate latitudes, particularlyin the USA. For example, nordwrn wheat—growing beltscould be pushed north. Since there are less suitablesoils to the north, Canada's gain would not equal the USA'sloss. The
USSR and Canada would gain agricultural land,thanks to retreat of the permafrost, and both would prob~ably enjoy fran~navigation in mir northern waters after_ 7 -CONFIDENTIAL
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pThis map, which was prepared by CSIRO scientists, shows present best estimates of the probableclimatic consequences of a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide. ' Regional details areuncertain, but the overall pattern
suggests the sort of changes indicated.'lV iN3[] ;iN03

Y\Ei___i___CONFIDENTIALa partial melting of the Arctic ice pack. However, thepresent Russian wheatbelt and parts of Europe could becomedrier. Through the rest of the world, average rainfallfor each country would
probably remain about the same, orincrease, although there could be quite marked local andseasonal variations. Advanced countries with a goodscientific, technical and administrative infrastructure,and with funds available
for investment, might be ableto cope with the expensive changes, which would be spreadover a number of decades. Those changes include shiftsin energy strategies, crop patterns, water usage and fooddistribution.
Developing countries would have moredifficulty. Low—lying delta areas would be particularlyvulnerable to a rise in the sea level.Australia would probably get increased summerrainfall north of the Victorian Alps, but would
be some-what drier to the south, particularly in Tasmania. Wheatproduction under our dry conditions should benefit cons-iderably from enhanced carbon dioxide levels, and asubstantial increase in yields is possible.F.
PUBLIC AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSEAs can be seen,present scientific opinion isthat a doubling of carbon dioxide would mean costs atleast partly balanced by an unequal distribution ofbenefits, but a quadrupling of
carbon dioxide levelswould have costs far outweighing benefits.To make decisions in this field, nationalgovernments will need to know the detailed effect ontheir countries, the general impact on the world, thetime—lag left
to make decisions, and the long—term energyoptions available for each country. Such information willnot be available until towards the end of this decade,when the research programs mentioned above are
completed.Meanwhile, many countries and businesscorporations are intent on expanding the use of coal asa fuel, apparently without full knowledge of the carbondioxide problem. This is particularly true in
developingcountries. So far there is no anti—fossil fuel lobby_ 9 _CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALcomparable to the anti—nuclear groups, although someenvironmental groups are beginning to express concern.Perhaps because the problem is merely the gradual increaseof a non~poisonous substance
which has always been presentpublic alarm will only be generated by manifest change,or a threat of it, such as a rise in the sea level.Nevertheless, increasing awareness of the problem couldbegin to generate an opposition
to fossil fuels, encouragedby pro—nuclear lobbies and environmental groups, in thisdecade.Given a rational response, and depending on theresearch results that will become available through thisdecade, the long—term
dangers of a quadrupling of carbondioxide, if clearly demonstrated and publicised, wouldprobably induce international pressures to limit the useof fossil fuels or control the venting of carbon dioxideinto the atmosphere by
the turn of the century. Therewill be ample scope for disagreement about what maximumcarbon dioxide levels to fix, because each country willreact to the locally unique costs and benefits of theproposed limit.For example,
the USA at present intends toexpand production, consumption and trade in coal, butsince it would suffer seriously even from a doubling ofcarbon dioxide it could well end up taking the lead incanvassing a low limit. Hoping
to enhance the value oftheir product, oil—producing countries might follow, aswould countries that rely heavily on fishing, such asIceland. Ample coal reserves and the possibility of ice-free northern ports might induce the
USSR to opt for ahigh limit, especially if that would harm the USA.Canada and Australia would also probably benefit from ahigh limit, as might China, which has both large coalreserves and a staple, rice, that would benefit
fromhigher carbon dioxide levels. Third World countries,which could point to their relatively low per capitaenergy usage and their need to diversify away from oil,might press ahead with unrestricted coal use, or
seekcompensation from the developed world for not doing so.The attitudes of Japan and the EEC, which at present takeroughly 70% and 15% respectively of Australia's coal~10-ACONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALexports cannot yet be foreseen. Finally, countriesvulnerable to a rise in sea levels might opt for a verylow limit. These are, of course, all conjectures butthey serve to illustrate the scope and complexity of
theproblem, and the importance of the research that is nowunder way.G. POSSIBLE CHANGES IN ENERGY STRATEGIESMan produces about l8 billion tonnes of carbondioxide each year, about half of which is absorbed
in theoceans. Since the chemistry of carbon dioxide is wellknown, the likelihood of a scientific breakthrough thatwill remove the problem is very small. Rather it willprobably be a matter of developing major
engineeringprojects to reduce emissions and making them economicallyviable, coupled with a move away from fossil fuels toother energy sources — although some of these are notwithout their own environmental and
economic problems.General opinion is that at present nuclearpower is the only 1arge—scale alternative to fossil fuels.Although many scientists feel optimistic about solving theassociated problem of disposal of high—level
radioactivewastes, because of this difficulty it has attracted anemotional and not very well—informed opposition. As thecarbon dioxide problem becomes better known,an interestingcontrast between public reaction to the
two problems maydevelop. Perhaps because the nuclear threat is a personalone from small quantities of highly toxic substances, itmay always arouse more fear than the more general,pervasive and long~term dangers of
ever~increasingatmospheric carbon dioxide. Nevertheless, the nextcentury could see nuclear power vastly expanded whilefossil fuels would be used in such a way as to restrictemissions of carbon dioxide.Natural gas and
oil derivatives deliver moreusable energy relative to carbon dioxide than other fossilfuels. That is why the greenhouse effect could enhancetheir value. Present shale oil, coal gasification andcoal liquefaction processes
generally cause more carbondioxide than if the fuel were burnt directly, but methodsmight be found in future to use nuclear power to synthesiseCONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIALportable liquid fuels which give lower emissions. Itmight be possible for raw coal to be burned in centrallocations, such as power stations built close to thesea, where carbon dioxide can be chemically
stripped fromemissions and dissolved at depth in the oceans. Woodmight be used for home heating and cooking; it is arenewable energy source which can cycle rather thanincrease atmospheric carbon dioxide because
trees absorbcarbon dioxide. The greenhouse effect will provideadditional incentives to economize energy and to developalternative energy sources, such as solar, biomass, hydro-power, wind, geothermal and other
renewable energy sources.By the end of this century alternative energy sourcesother than hydropower might correspond to only 3% ofcurrent consumption, but they are probably destined tomuch greater growth thereafter.
Other possibilities, suchas nuclear fusion, are still at the basic research stage.Implementing these energy strategies would beexpensive and their effectiveness in terms of carbondioxide emissions cannot be quantified.
Policies aimedat restricting carbon dioxide emissions would have theirbiggest impact on fossil fuels that deliver relativelyless usable energy per unit of carbon dioxide emitted,i.e., oil shale and coal liquefaction, followed by
coal.Fossil fuel consumption after an agreement tolimit the level of carbon dioxide in the atmospherecannot be predicted, but, because carbon dioxide fromfossil fuels accumulates, the annual consumption offossil fuels
leading to emissions must not simply peakbut thereafter decline. Without any form of emissioncontrol, some preliminary work indicates that if carbondioxide levels are to be limited to a doubling and useof fossil fuels peak at
about 2040, then the peak wouldbe about 170% of today's level and annual fossil fuelgrowth rates would need to continuously decline from aninitial growth rate of about 1.3% in 1980 to 1% in theyear 2000, and to zero in
2040. Thereafter fossil fueluse would need to decline and approach a limiting valueof about 90% of today's level. These growth rate figuresare less than the unrestricted growth rate figuresdiscussed in Section
C.CONFIDENTIAL

CAUNFIDENTIALH. IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAThe development of Australian fossil fuelswill almost certainly not be affected by restrictions ontheir use during this decade, while the problem is stillbeing researched.
At the end of the decade, as publicknowledge increases,as detailed and authoritative researchassessments appear, and as climatic changes perhaps becomemeasurable, pressuremight begin, with anto restrict carbon
dioxide emissionsurgency determined by the researchresults. If that pressure were in time to result ingovernment actions to limit the burning of fossil fuels,the value of oil andwould be enhanced atThere could in thosefor
Australia's coalnatural gas reserves and of uraniumthe expense of oil shale and coal.circumstances be adverse consequencesoutput and exports (and beneficialconsequences for Australia's production and export
ofuranium).In global terms, Australia's role in the fossilfuel market is modest. The estimated coal requirementsof the OECD in 1985 are 1200 to l5OO million tonnes, whileAustralian exports of black coal in that year are
expectedto be 80 to 90 million tonnes. Australia could well findits export market particularly vulnerable to internationalpolicies aimed at limiting the use of coal.CONFIDENTIAL
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